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This book is a contribution to the ongoing conversation about value pluralism and its
relation to political life. Its uniqueness lies in its insistence that the acceptance of value
pluralism involves placing certain limitations on what is an acceptable form of
government and what functions governments ought to be legitimately performing. In a
new approach coined “nomocratic pluralism,” this volume argues that liberty under the
rule of law, which is not merely liberty where the law is silent, is a key concept of liberty
and cannot be subsumed by the other primary implications of the acceptance of value
pluralism: that political communities must reject positive liberty as a political value, and
place a high, but not absolute, priority on negative liberty as a political value. The
concept of liberty under the rule of law is particularly suited to accommodate a great
variety of individual and group conceptions of value and the moral good, and thus,
along with negative liberty, should be a primary value for those who accept value
pluralism.
This up-to-date text treats political philosophy and issues (including the terrorist attacks
of September 11) from a global perspective, considering the virtues of both nationalism
and cosmopolitanism. As part of his aim of describing a comprehensive global political
philosophy, Pojman devotes considerable attention to a defense of ethical objectivism
over its ubiquitous rival, ethical relativism.
In this book, Steve Gronert Ellerhoff explores short stories by Ray Bradbury and Kurt
Vonnegut, written between 1943 and 1968, with a post-Jungian approach. Drawing
upon archetypal theories of myth from Joseph Campbell, James Hillman and their
forbearer C. G. Jung, Ellerhoff demonstrates how short fiction follows archetypal
patterns that can illuminate our understanding of the authors, their times, and their
culture. In practice, a post-Jungian ‘mythodology’ is shown to yield great insights for
the literary criticism of short fiction. Chapters in this volume carefully contextualise and
historicize each story, including Bradbury and Vonnegut’s earliest and most
imaginatively fantastic works. The archetypal constellations shaping Vonnegut’s early
works are shown to be war and fragmentation, while those in Bradbury’s are family and
the wholeness of the sun. Analysis is complemented by the explored significance of
illustrations that featured alongside the stories in their first publications. By uncovering
the ways these popular writers redressed old myths in new tropes—and coined new
narrative elements for hopes and fears born of their era—the book reveals a fresh
method which can be applied to all imaginative short stories, increasing understanding
and critical engagement. Post-Jungian Psychology and the Short Stories of Ray
Bradbury and Kurt Vonnegut is an important text for a number of fields, from Jungian
and Post-Jungian studies to short story theoriesand American studies to Bradbury and
Vonnegut studies. Scholars and students of literature will come away with a renewed
appreciation for an archetypal approach to criticism, while the book will also be of great
interest to practising depth psychologists seeking to incorporate short stories into
therapy.
"Bridging English is a comprehensive methods textbook featuring precise theory and
accessible practice. Through its presentation of theory and practice, you will find this
text favors active, student-centered, constructivist, and inquiry-based learning. Useful in
a practical, day-to-day sense, the text will retain a prominent place on your bookshelf as
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a go-to reference when teaching English to your middle and secondary
students."--BOOK JACKET.
In an increasingly contentious political and cultural landscape, Dr. Heather Silvio
focuses on and offers solutions to the negative impact of extremes on all sides. Dr.
Silvio asks the tough questions about the growing segment of society that: • expresses
incredible entitlement • acts out when they don’t get their way • seems determined to
make the world conform to them and their preferences, no matter the cost. In her
groundbreaking book, Dr. Heather Silvio develops the first clinical guidelines and
treatment for Special Snowflake Syndrome and provides penetrating social
commentary on the impact of this debilitating disorder. More than a derisive or
humorous description of bad behavior, acting like a “special snowflake”, as Dr. Silvio
compellingly argues, is symptomatic of an unrecognized personality disorder destroying
the world.
Examines the life and works of Kurt Vonnegut including detailed synopses of a variety
of his works, character descriptions, important places Vonnegut lived and wrote about,
biographies of family, friends, and contemporaries, and more.

Methods of campaign financing have been controversial since George
Washington first ran for office, and debates over campaign finance reform have
raged just as long. Contemporary critics of reform often contend that it would
decrease electoral competition, voter turnout, and the amount of information
voters receive about candidates. Money Matters subjects these criticisms to
careful, systemic analysis_using simulations, aggregate vote analyses, and
individual-level data analyses based on House elections_and concludes that
reform, with modest public subsidies and spending limits, would enhance rather
than diminish the U.S. system of democratic governance. This timely book helps
bridge the gap between quantitative academic research and applied progressive
reform efforts. It will be of interest to scholars and students of political parties, the
legislative process, campaigns and elections, political institutions, public policy,
and political behavior and methodology.
At about half the length and a much lower price than comparable anthologies,
this introductory anthology of short fiction, poetry, and drama is organized by
genre and features chapter introductions and a bibliography of film adaptations.
Readings have been chosen with an eye toward classic selections and gender
balance, while allowing the book to retain the teachability and traditional
emphases for which it has long been admired.
New Book Addresses Crippling Nature of Irrational Belief in the 21st Century
Christian Volz's Six Ethics takes both a philosophical and a pragmatic approach
to addressing the dangers posed by irrational belief, and proposes a framework
for creating a legal and social environment where rationality and spirituality might
be reconciled. In the 21st century, as international business continues to expand
and the Internet and other means of global communications, as well as
immigration, continue to bring people from different cultures and groups into
contact, individuals need to be prepared to live side-by-side with others who have
very different belief systems as well as be self-aware of the sources and
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principles of their own beliefs. Six Ethics: A Rights-Based Approach to
Establishing an Objective Common Morality is the result of author Christian
Volz's quest to understand the nature of belief and the relationship of beliefs and
ethics in the face of 21st century issues. Volz explains that the late nineteenth
century intellectual revolution known as modernism is characterized by the
maturing of the concepts of human rights, civil liberties, personal freedoms and,
most especially, the constituents of essential human dignity. This new, modern
approach has defined these concepts based on science and the cumulative
history of human ethics guided by reason and compassion, and has largely
enshrined them in the U.N. Universal Declaration of Human Rights. "I believe,"
Volz says, "that there is a dangerous underestimation of the peril posed to the
world's democratic societies and institutions by religious radicals and
fundamentalists, of all stripes, who believe that they retain the moral authority to
selectively edit these evolved concepts of human rights and dignity. Many
conservative people of faith continue to reject science and reason as the basis
whereby we measure, evaluate, and make decisions about the material world
and the temporal relations among human beings, with potentially disastrous
consequences for the future of our planet. If we are to effectively counter these
religious, authoritarian-conservative movements, it is helpful to understand how
we got to where we are." Citing numerous contemporary and historical
sources—from Christopher Hitchens and Richard Dawkins to John Locke and
Alexis de Tocqueville—Six Ethics addresses a broad range of topics, interrelated
by their essential relationship to human dignity and rights. These include: the
origins and development of ethical, religious and scientific thought; how
otherwise rational people can be so easily seduced to embrace irrational beliefs
and the societal consequences when they do so; and why anyone believes
anything. In doing so, he touches on many fields of study, including a
consideration of genetic, psychological, sociological and political influences upon
how people think within the context of a group. Six Ethics proposes what Volz
refers to as Rational Progressivism as a framework within which societies might
advance toward genuine equality and true freedom of conscience for a diverse
population.
It is difficult to think of an example of an advancement in the biological sciences
that has had an impact on society similar to that of the new genetics. Recent
developments in biotechnology have occasioned much discussion among
academics, professionals, and lay people alike. In particular, many questions and
concerns have arisen over the acquisi tion, access, and control of genetic
information. There are several reasons why the new genetics has commanded
such widespread attention, and why it is now the subject of con siderable debate.
Special reference is given in this volume to the implications of genetic information
for five different subject areas: eugenics, the insurance industry, the commer
cialisation of genetic testing, strategies for raising public awareness, and the
value of theo retical ethical and sociological frameworks in the debate. This
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diverse collection of papers attempts to address and critically discuss issues
surrounding the control of, and access to, genetic information from ethical,
medical, legal, and theoretical points of view. The first and shortest section of the
book attempts to address concerns over the eugenic potential of new
biotechnologies. It also provides a historical context for the de bate, for
controversy over the subject of eugenics predates the current debate over
genetic information by a considerable length of time. Indeed, by the time the first
patent was is sued for Chakrabarty's strain of oil eating bacteria in the early
1970s, the term eugenics had already acquired strong pejorative connotations.
When educators (and parents) think about gifted kids, they usually focus on their
intellectual needs. But gifted kids are much more than test scores and grades. In
their second book together, Jim Delisle and Judy Galbraith explain what
giftedness means, how gifted kids are identified, and how we might improve the
identification process. Then they take a close-up look at gifted kids from the
inside out-their social and emotional needs. Topics include self-image and selfesteem, perfectionism, multipotential, depression, feelings of "differentness," and
stress. The authors suggest ways to help gifted underachievers and those who
are bored in school, and ways to encourage healthy relationships with friends,
family and other adults. The final chapter explains how teachers can make it safe
to be smart by creating the gifted-friendly classroom. Includes first-person stories,
easy-to-use strategies, survey results, activities, reproducibles, and up-to-date
research and resources.
Analyzes contemporary capitalism through the products of culture and art for
fresh insight into emancipatory possibilities concealed within capitalism’s darkest
dynamics. Aesthetic objects, crafted as poetic reflections of the contradictory
worlds that they inhabit, are simultaneously theorized and theorizing. In Capital in
the Mirror, eminent critical theorists explore the aesthetic dimension for reflective
visions of capital that are difficult to obtain through even the most rigorous
statistical analyses. Chapters address inequality, alienation, ideology, warfare,
and other problems of contemporary capitalism through the cultural prisms of
Herman Melville, Thomas Mann, Charles Dickens, J. W. Goethe, Friedrich
Hölderlin, Walt Whitman, Bertolt Brecht, and science-fiction cinema. Famous
narrative elements in their works, such as Ahab’s pursuit of the white whale in
Melville’s Moby-Dick, demonic production and perverse desire in Mann’s Doctor
Faustus, socially electrified bodies of Whitman’s Leaves of Grass, and dystopian
projections of current sci-fi cinema, are theorized as stylistically distorted
reflections of social life within capital. The authors reveal theoretical powers
latent within these condensed images that prefigure the dark dynamics of
capitalism. Focusing on dark images of domination and also prophetic images of
transformation, the book points the way toward emancipation, social
regeneration, and human flourishing. “This book makes a very important
contribution to critical theory and the critical ‘human sciences’ and is a model of
how to do a larger analysis of contemporary capitalist cultural products.” — Jeffrey
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A. Halley, coeditor of Bourdieu in Question: New Directions in French Sociology
of Art
Socratic Seminars and Literature Circles for Middle and High School EnglishEye On
Education
In this book, Neven Sesardic defends the view that it is both possible and useful to
measure the separate contributions of heredity and environment to the explanation of
human psychological differences. He critically examines the view - very widely
accepted by scientists, social scientists and philosophers of science - that heritability
estimates have no causal implications and are devoid of any interest. In a series of
clearly written chapters he introduces the reader to the problems and subjects the
arguments to close philosophical scrutiny. His conclusion is that anti-heritability
arguments are based on conceptual confusions and misunderstandings of behavioural
genetics. His book is a fresh and compelling intervention in a very contentious debate.
Program designed for struggling readers and provides direct reading and writing
instruction using high interest literature.
Kennedy/Gioia'sAn Introduction to Fiction, 10econtinues to inspire readers and writers
with a rich collection of fiction and engaging insights on reading, analyzing, and writing
about stories. This bestselling anthology includes sixty-six superlative short stories,
blending classic works and contemporary selections. Written by noted poets X.J.
Kennedy and Dana Gioia, the text reflects the authors' wit and contagious enthusiasm
for their subject. Informative, accessible apparatus presents readable discussions of the
literary devices, illustrated by apt works, and supported by interludes with the
anthologized writers. This edition features 11 new stories, three new masterwork
casebooks, extensively revised and expanded chapters on writing, and a fresh new
design. New students of fiction.
Literature, Compact 4/e , the concise edition of the most popular introduction of its kind,
is organized into three genres--Fiction, Poetry, and Drama. As in past editions, the
authors' collective poetic voice brings personal warmth and a human perspective to the
discussion of literature, adding to students' interest in the readings. An introduction to a
balance of contemporary and classic stories, poems, and plays. Casebooks offer indepth look at an author or clusters of works, for example Latin American Poetry.
Authors Joe Kennedy and Dana Gioia provide inviting and illuminating introductions to
the authors included and to the elements of literature. Coverage of writing about
literature is also included. For those interested in literature.
This book contains lesson plans, student handouts, and other handy features to help
you engage your students in active learning.
We speak of being 'free' to speak our minds, free to go to college, free to move about; we can
be cancer-free, debt-free, worry-free, or free from doubt. The concept of freedom (and relatedly
the notion of liberty) is ubiquitous but not everyone agrees what the term means, and the
philosophical analysis of freedom that has grown over the last two decades has revealed it to
be a complex notion whose meaning is dependent on the context. The Oxford Handbook of
Freedom will crystallize this work and craft the first wide-ranging analysis of freedom in all its
dimensions: legal, cultural, religious, economic, political, and psychological. This volume
includes 28 new essays by well regarded philosophers, as well some historians and political
theorists, in order to reflect the breadth of the topic. This handbook covers both current
scholarship as well as historical trends, with an overall eye to how current ideas on freedom
developed. The volume is divided into six sections: conceptual frames (framing the overall
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debates about freedom), historical frames (freedom in key historical periods, from the ancients
onward), institutional frames (freedom and the law), cultural frames (mutual expectations on
our 'right' to be free), economic frames (freedom and the market), and lastly psychological
frames (free will in philosophy and psychology).
This thoroughly revised composition handbook offers a complete treatment of the writing
process, including comprehensive coverage of invention, structure, research, and writing in the
disciplines, as well as grammar, punctuation, mechanics, and style. The Holt Handbook
demonstrates the writing process in action and in a distinct, accessible format, providing
information that students can use throughout college and beyond.
Declare Your Readers’ Rights! Often school literacy programs fall short of properly supporting
preadolescents' and adolescents' literacy development. In A Declaration of Readers' Rights,
this dynamic author team presents a research-based "rights" framework that addresses ten
key rights for improving literacy development among adolescents. Reviewers Can’t Put This
Book Down! “I think this text is one that should be in the library of every reading specialist.” —Heidi Davey, Hoffman Estates High School, IL “I think the topics in this book are timely and
provide a wake up call for all reading teachers. We must remember that not all students arrive
in school ready to pick up and run with the reading instruction we provide. Good reading
instruction coupled with quality reading experiences must be seen as a right and not just a
privilege.” —Molly Williams, Still Middle School, IL Why This Book Will Change the Way You
Teach Reading! Discusses the ten readers' rights that all children and adolescents have the
right to in the classroom. Challenges teachers to strive to reprioritize their teaching to focus on
the students. Provides guidance for how to develop a successful student-teacher relationship
to promote a positive classroom environment and student engagement, learning, and
achievement in literacy education. Outlines very specific recommendations and implementation
strategies for middle and secondary teachers that go far beyond where other books stop.
Walks teachers through identifying problems, makes suggestions for preventing reading
difficulties, and offers advice for helping students get back on track. Presents voices of
students in grades 5-12, as well as the stories, experiences, and challenges of their teachers
and parents throughout the book.
Gifted kids are so much more than test scores and grades. Still, it’s sometimes difficult to see
past the potential to the child who may be anxious, lonely, confused, or unsure of what the
future might bring. This book, now fully revised with updated information and new survey
quotes, offers practical suggestions for addressing the social and emotional needs of gifted
students. The authors present ways to advocate for gifted education; help gifted
underachievers, perfectionists, and twice-exceptional students; and provide all gifted kids with
a safe, supportive learning environment. Complete with engaging stories, strategies, activities,
and resources, this book is for anyone committed to helping gifted students thrive. Includes
online digital content.
Anthropologist Michael Blim identifies equality as the key global issue of our time, the value
above all others that will improve human well-being. Using it as a measure for policy, he
demonstrates how equality can be operationalized and change how our economies function,
both in the United States and worldwide. The author argues for the development of universal
welfare remedies, believing that such fundamental problems of human existence can only be
solved by utilizing the full resources of the planet. He analyzes successful attempts by regions,
communities, and social movements around the world to improve the human condition.
Equality and Economy creates a foundation for social science inquiry and critical thinking,
particularly about global justice and transnational issues. It is valuable for instructors in
anthropology, development and labor studies, sociology and political science.
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An Introduction to Fiction 8/e , is a collection of short stories-69 in all-which offers
a wide ranging view of classic and contemporary writers. "Writer's Perspectives"
sections give commentary on the craft of writing and revising from authors, which
provide insight and a more human perspective on literature and the writing
process. "Writing Critically" sections at the end of each major chapter, expand
coverage of composition with accessible and pragmatic suggestions on writing.
"Critical Approaches to Literature" section provides three essays on every major
school of criticism with sections on gender criticism and cultural studies. New
casebooks on Flannery O'Connor and Raymond Carver. 13 New Stories
including works from Aesop, Ha Jin, Eudora Welty, Octavio Paz, Anjana
Appachana, Margaret Atwood, Andre Dubus, Kazuo Ishiguro, Leo Tolstoy, and F.
Scott Fitzgerald. Concise and easy to use new Glossary of Literary Terms helps
readers better understand literary terminology. For anyone interested in.
A thematically arranged anthology of poems, short stories, plays, and novellas for
the ninth-grade reader.
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